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Modern deep learning has enabled unprecedented achievements in various domains. Nonetheless,
employment of machine learning for wave function representations is focused on more traditional
architectures such as restricted Boltzmann machines (RBMs) and fully-connected neural networks.
In this letter, we establish that contemporary deep learning architectures, in the form of deep con-
volutional and recurrent networks, can efficiently represent highly entangled quantum systems. By
constructing Tensor Network equivalents of these architectures, we identify an inherent re-use of
information in the network operation as a key trait which distinguishes them from standard Tensor
Network based representations, and which enhances their entanglement capacity. Our results show
that such architectures can support volume-law entanglement scaling, polynomially more efficiently
than presently employed RBMs. Thus, beyond a quantification of the entanglement capacity of lead-
ing deep learning architectures, our analysis formally motivates a shift of trending neural-network
based wave function representations closer to the state-of-the-art in machine learning.
Introduction.– Many-body physics and machine learn-
ing are distinct scientific disciplines, however they share
a common need for efficient representations of highly ex-
pressive multivariate function classes. In the former, the
function class of interest captures the entanglement prop-
erties of examined many-body quantum systems, and in
the latter, it describes the dependencies required for per-
forming modern machine learning tasks.
A prominent approach for classically simulating many-
body wave functions makes use of their entanglement
properties in order to construct Tensor Network (TN) ar-
chitectures that aptly model them in the thermodynamic
limit [1–8]. Though this method is successful in model-
ing one-dimensional (1D) systems that obey area-law en-
tanglement scaling with sub-system size [9] through the
Matrix Product State (MPS) TN [1, 2], it still faces dif-
ficulties in modeling two-dimensional (2D) systems due
to intractability [3, 10].
In the seemingly unrelated field of machine learn-
ing, deep network architectures have exhibited an un-
precedented ability to tractably encompass the convo-
luted dependencies that characterize difficult learning
tasks such as image classification or speech recogni-
tion [11–18]. A consequent machine learning inspired
approach for modeling wave functions makes use of fully-
connected neural-networks and restricted Boltzmann ma-
chines (RBMs) [19–25], which represent relatively vet-
eran machine learning constructs.
In this letter, we formally establish that highly entan-
gled many-body wave functions can be efficiently rep-
resented by deep learning architectures that are at the
forefront of recent empirical successes. Specifically, we
address two prominent architectures in the form of con-
volutional neural networks (CNNs), commonly used over
spatial inputs (e.g. image pixels [11]), and recurrent neu-
ral networks (RNNs), commonly used over temporal in-
puts (e.g. phonemes of speech [18]).
The starting point of our analysis is a one-to-one equiv-
alence established between a specialized version of these
architectures [27] and Tree/MPS TNs [28, 29]. We ex-
amine architectural extensions of the networks shown to
be equivalent to common TNs, in the form of overlap of
convolution kernels in CNNs and stacked layers in RNNs
[see Figs. 1(d) and 2(d)]. These extensions are frequently
used by machine learning practitioners in order to achieve
state-of-the-art performance [11, 16]. We identify in their
structure an inherent re-use of information that cannot
be naively represented in TN language, and is in fact a
key factor that boosts the power of deep learning rep-
resentations relative to common TNs. Accordingly, by
employing a TN manifestation of information re-use (see
Fig. 3), we construct TNs that incorporate state-of-the-
art deep learning principles.
We prove that convolutional networks can support
volume-law entanglement scaling (Theorem 1), polyno-
mially more efficiently in resources compared with RBM
based representations in 2D [19, 23]. Furthermore, we
prove that recurrent networks can support logarithmic
corrections to the area-law entanglement scaling in 1D
(Theorem 2). We thus assert formal benefits of using
state-of-the-art deep learning principles for the investi-
gation of highly entangled many-body systems.
Entanglement in convolutional networks.– Represent-
ing an N -particle wave function through any compu-
tational scheme amounts to representing a correspond-
ing order-N tensor, As1···sN . Here, the indices sj for
j ∈ {1, . . . , N} run in {1, . . . ,M}, where M is the di-
mension of the local Hilbert space of each particle. The
algebraic approach manifested by TNs is a compact rep-
resentation of the higher-order tensor through contrac-
tions among lower-order tensors. For the example of the
Tree TN depicted in Fig. 1(b), a high order tensor is
attained by hierarchically arranging order-3 tensors.
Below, we investigate the entanglement scaling that
can be supported by deep convolutional networks, a suc-
cessful class of deep learning architectures leading em-
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2FIG. 1. Convolutional networks: In each layer l ∈ {1, ..., L}
of a depth-L convolutional network, convolution kernels of
size K are slid across the input maps, computing the layer
outputs after every stride of S steps. (a) CACs and com-
mon CNNs share the above architectural description, and the
type of convolutional network is determined by the function
which computes the layers’ outputs. The σ(·) function defin-
ing fCNNθl is some element-wise non-linearity in the form of
a sigmoid or ReLU [26], and the operation denoted  defin-
ing fCACθl stands for element-wise multiplication between vec-
tors. The function parameters are the convolution weights
matrices θl = (W
(1,l), ...,W (K,l)). (b,c) The calculation of
a non-overlapping convolutional network (for which K = S)
assumes a tree structure. A deep CAC with a K = S restric-
tion is equivalent to a Tree TN with internal order-(K + 1)
tensors, obeying index-wise: (al)i,j1,...,jK = W
(1,l)
i,j1
, ...,W
(K,l)
i,jK
.
(d,e) In overlapping-convolutional networks, which achieve
state-of-the-art performance, the convolution kernel stride is
S = 1 (the output is calculated for every step of the kernel)
and kernels are of general size, with typical values of K = 3 or
K = 5. These values result in overlap of convolution kernels
along the computation. The 0-padding at the edges ensures
that a layer’s output is produced also for the edge activations.
The TN corresponding to the calculation of the overlapping
CAC must account for the inherent reuse of information due
to the overlaps. Therefore, it involves duplication of exter-
nal TN indices, such that re-used data is generated again and
again by the TN, which cannot simply copy-paste informa-
tion. Thus, the portrayed recursive TN structure is received.
The presentation is in 1D form for clarity, and extensions to
2D are straightforward.
pirical breakthroughs in image processing and more [11,
12, 30]. Ref. [28] has identified a Tree TN with the op-
eration of a deep convolutional network referred to as
a Convolutional Arithmetic Circuit (CAC) [31–33], see
Fig. 1(b,c). In the established mapping the order-3 ten-
sors al ∈ Rrl−1×rl−1×rl , comprising a tree node of level l
in Fig. 1(b), are described in machine learning language
in terms of functions fθl : Rrl−1×rl−1 → Rrl , as depicted
in Fig. 1(c). Here, θl stands for the learned parameters
defining the convolutional network computation in layer
l [see Fig. 1(a)], and rl are the number of feature maps in
layer l. CACs share the architectural features of standard
CNNs, and they work well in many practical settings [34–
36]. They differ from common networks by possessing
a theoretically appealing trait: all non-linearities in fθl
boil down to polynomials [31]. We will harness this trait
for analyzing the achievable entanglement scaling of the
wave functions represented by such networks.
Two basic architectural traits defining the operation of
a deep convolutional network are the kernel size K, de-
noting the spatial extent of the convolution window, and
the stride size S, denoting the spatial distance between
windows. For example, for S = 2, the convolution kernel
is slid in increments of 2. The above equivalence to TNs
was not obtained for general CAC networks, but rather
for a simplified version for which the convolution stride
size S is equal to the convolution kernel size K. In such
S = K networks, kernels of adjacent calculations do not
overlap [see Fig. 1(c)], and therefore they are referred to
as non-overlapping convolutional networks. This restric-
tion yields a tree structured calculation that has enabled
the established equivalence to the Tree TN.
In order to represent an order-N tensor with a deep
learning architecture, we consider network inputs com-
prised of N standard-basis vectors of RM , {eˆ(sj)}Nj=1
(eˆ(sj) hosts 1 in the sj ’th position and 0 otherwise, where
sj ∈ {1, . . . ,M}). For such inputs, the output y of a non-
overlapping (K = S) CAC is the corresponding tensor
entry:
y
(
eˆ(s1), ..., eˆ(sN )
)
= Anon-overlap-convs1...sN , (1)
where Anon-overlap-conv can be efficiently written as a Tree
TN [28].
Per Eq. (1), the above network effectively rep-
resents an N -particle quantum state denoted:∣∣ψ non-overlap-conv〉 := ∑Ms1,...,sN=1Anon-overlap-convs1...sN ∣∣∣ψˆs1...sN〉,
where
{∣∣∣ψˆs1...sN〉}M
s1,...,sN=1
is some orthonormal basis
of the many-body Hilbert space. The description of∣∣ψ non-overlap-conv〉 in terms of a Tree TN reveals an
upper bound on the maximum entanglement capacity
of the represented wave function: non-overlapping
convolutional networks can support up to logarithmic
corrections to area-law entanglement scaling in 1D and
up to area-law entanglement in 2D [37].
A popular enhancement to Tree TNs is the Multi-
scale Entanglement Renormalization Ansatz (MERA)
TN [4], which is known to be superior in modeling criti-
cal systems [38]. The MERA TN introduces loops via
the disentangling operations, which entail intractabil-
ity of straightforward wave function amplitude computa-
tion [39]. Non-overlapping convolutional networks, which
employ the same naive coarse-graining scheme of a tree,
have prevalent machine learning enhancements that allow
for an efficient computation of wave function amplitudes,
enabling their optimization via stochastic sampling tech-
3niques such as in Ref. [19]. Below we examine this en-
hancement and construct its corresponding TN, which
differs from MERA, illuminating the competing mecha-
nisms effectively elected by the many-body physics and
deep learning communities for enhancing tree-like deci-
mation schemes.
Specifically, state-of-the-art deep convolutional net-
works do not uphold the above S = K restriction, but
rather make use of size K > 1 convolution kernels with
stride S = 1 [11, 12], i.e. sliding the convolution kernels
continuously (increments of 1) during a layer’s compu-
tation. This architectural trait, which implies that the
kernels overlap during computation [see Fig. 1(d)], was
shown to yield an exponential enhancement in network
expressivity [40] despite admitting a mere linear growth
in the amount of parameters and in computational cost.
The construction of a TN that matches the calculation
of an overlapping CAC is less trivial than that of the
non-overlapping case, since due to the overlaps the out-
put vector of each layer is duplicated and used for com-
puting several adjacent inputs of the subsequent layer.
This inherent re-use of data, which is graphically repre-
sented by the multiple edges emanating out of the com-
putational nodes in Fig. 1(d), and is simply achieved in
practice, is impossible to represent in the framework of
TNs (see Supplemental Material for the formalization of
this argument). However, we obtain the form of a TN
representing the overlapping-convolutional network with
a simple ‘trick’ – duplication of the input data itself,
such that each instance of a duplicated intermediate vec-
tor is generated by a separate TN branch. This technique
yields the ‘recursive-Tree’ TN construction in Fig. 1(e),
where for standard-basis input vectors the input dupli-
cation amounts to external index duplication.
Due to these external duplications, the tensor repre-
sented by the TN in Fig. 1(e), denoted Aoverlap-conv, does
not correspond to an N -particle wave function, since it
has more than N external edges (N = 4 in the depicted
example). However, when considering the operation of
the overlapping-convolutional network over inputs com-
prised of standard-basis vectors, {eˆ(sj)}Nj=1, we may write
the function realized by the network as:
y
(
eˆ(s1), ..., eˆ(sN )
)
=
[
DUP (Aoverlap-conv)]
s1...sN
, (2)
where DUP(Aoverlap-conv) is the order-N sub-tensor of
Aoverlap-conv holding its values when duplicated external
indices are equal. Fig. 3 shows the TN calculation of
DUP(A), for a general tensor A with duplicated external
indices, which employs δ-tensors that operate similarly
to the copy-tensors in Ref. [41] (a δ-tensor has 1 on the
super-diagonal and 0 otherwise).
Eq. (2) implies that the overlapping CAC effi-
ciently computes amplitudes of the state
∣∣ψoverlap-conv〉 :=∑M
s1,..,sN=1
[
DUP (Aoverlap-conv)]
s1...sN
∣∣∣ψˆs1...sN〉. In the fol-
lowing, we rely on results regarding expressiveness of
overlapping-convolutional architectures [40] and bound
from below the maximum entanglement of a state mod-
eled by such networks:
Theorem 1 (Proof in Supplemental Material)
Let
∣∣ψ overlap-conv〉 be the state represented by an overlap-
ping CAC (stride S = 1) of depth L with convolution
kernel size Kd in d spatial dimensions for d = 1, 2 . Let
(A,B) be a partition of {1, . . . , N} such that A is of size
α in 1D and α × α in 2D (α is the linear dimension of
the sub-system A), with |A| ≤ |B|. Then, the maximal
entanglement entropy w.r.t. (A,B) of
∣∣ψ overlap-conv〉 up-
holds:
maxEE
(∣∣ψ overlap-conv〉) = Ω (min{αd, LKαd−1}) .
Thus, an overlapping-convolutional network with L lay-
ers supports volume-law entanglement scaling – αd, for
systems of linear size α < LK. Practically, overlapping-
convolutional networks with common characteristics of
e.g. kernel size K = 5 and depth L = 20, can sup-
port the entanglement of any 2D system of interest up
to sizes 100× 100, which are unattainable by competing
intractable approaches [42–47].
Moreover, the result in Theorem 1 indicates a signif-
icant advantage in modeling volume-law entanglement
scaling of deep convolutional networks relative to com-
peting veteran neural-network based approaches. These
approaches are promising to grant tractable access to
2D systems that cannot be modeled by 2D TNs, since
they render computation of wave function amplitudes
tractable and therefore stochastic-sampling based opti-
mization techniques can be employed even for large 2D
systems. However, in order to represent volume-law en-
tanglement in a 2D system ofN particles, fully-connected
networks require an amount of network parameters that
scales like O(N2) [20, 25], while RBMs require O(N)
parameters [19, 23]. In contrast, since the amount of
parameters in 2D overlapping-convolutional networks is
proportional to LK2, the above volume law condition
α < LK implies the following corollary of Theorem 1:
Corollary 1 The number of overlapping-convolutional
network parameters required for modeling volume-law en-
tanglement scaling in a 2D system of N -particles, scales
like O(
√
N).
Therefore, these networks have a clear polynomial ad-
vantage in resource efficiency over previously used fully-
connected networks and RBMs. Thus, deep convolu-
tional networks have the potential to provide access
to highly-entangled 2D systems of sizes unattainable
by such competing veteran neural-network based ap-
proaches.
Entanglement in recurrent networks.– In the follow-
ing, we investigate the entanglement scaling that can be
4supported by another successful class of deep learning ar-
chitectures – recurrent networks, responsible for empiri-
cal successes in machine translation [17], speech recogni-
tion [16, 18], and more. Ref. [29] has identified an MPS
TN [Fig. 2(b)] with the operation of a recurrent network
referred to as a Recurrent Arithmetic Circuit (RAC)
[Fig. 2(c)]. In the shown mapping, the order-3 tensor
a1 ∈ RR×R×M , which composes the translationally in-
variant MPS, is described in machine learning language
in terms of a function gθ1 : RR×M → RR. Here, θ1 stands
for the learned parameters defining the recurrent network
computation, R is the number of hidden feature maps,
and M is the number of input feature maps. RACs work
well in practice [36] and share the architectural features
of conventional RNNs, with polynomial non-linearities in
gθ1 .
For standard-basis inputs, the output y of a single-
layered (shallow) RAC, depicted in Fig. 2(c), is given by:
y
(
eˆ(s1), ..., eˆ(sN )
)
= Ashallow-recurrents1...sN , (3)
where Ashallow-recurrent can be efficiently written as
an MPS TN [29]. Thus, the above network repre-
sents an N -particle quantum state in 1D, denoted:∣∣ψ shallow-recurrent〉 := ∑Ms1,...,sN=1Ashallow-recurrents1...sN ∣∣∣ψˆs1...sN〉,
which can support no higher than area-law entanglement
scaling.
Similar to the convolutional network case, we extend
the analysis to include state-of-the-art mechanisms in re-
current networks. An empirically successful architectural
choice [16, 48], recently proven to bring forth a substan-
tial advantage in a recurrent network long-term memory
capacity [29], involves adding more layers, i.e. deepening
[see Fig. 2(d)]. Importantly, since the output vector of
each layer of the deep RAC at every time-step is used
twice (as an input of the next layer up, but also as a hid-
den vector for the next time-step), there is an inherent re-
use of data during network computation. Therefore, we
duplicate the inputs as in the overlapping-convolutional
network case, and obtain the TN of the deep RAC, de-
noted A deep-recurrent [Fig. 2(e)].
The network operation over standard-basis inputs up-
holds:
y
(
eˆ(s1), ..., eˆ(sN )
)
=
[
DUP (A deep-recurrent)]
s1...sN
, (4)
where, as before, DUP(A deep-recurrent) is the order-
N sub-tensor of A deep-recurrent holding its values when
duplicated external indices are equal (as illustrated in
Fig. 3). Relying on results regarding expressiveness of
deep recurrent architectures [29], we examine the entan-
glement scaling of a represented state
∣∣ψ deep-recurrent〉 :=∑M
s1,..,sN=1
[
DUP (A deep-recurrent)]
s1...sN
∣∣∣ψˆs1...sN〉 [Eq. (4)]:
Theorem 2 (Proof in Supplemental Material)
Let (A,B) be a partition of {1, . . . , N} such that |A| ≤
FIG. 2. Recurrent networks: In a recurrent network, an in-
coming input is integrated with an existing hidden state that
the network computes from previous inputs. (a) RACs and
common RNNs share the above architectural description, and
the type of recurrent network is determined by the integra-
tion function. The function parameters are the hidden and
input weights matrices θl = (W
(H,l),W (I,l)), and an output
weights matrix WO. (b,c) The shallow RAC is equivalent to
an MPS TN with internal order-3 tensors obeying index-wise:
a1ijk = W
(H,1)
ij W
(I,1)
ik . h
1
0 is some initial hidden state. (d,e) A
depth 2 RAC is represented by a ‘recursive MPS’ TN struc-
ture, which makes use of input duplication to circumvent an
inherent inability of TNs to model information re-use. The
TN in (e) is portrayed for the example of N = 3.
A
s1
δ
s1 · · · s1
s2
δ
s2 · · · s2
s3
δ
s3 · · · s3
s4
δ
s4 · · · s4
DUP(A)
FIG. 3. Given a high-order tensorA with duplicated external
indices [such as in Figs. 1(e) and 2(e)], the process of obtaining
a dup-tensor DUP (A) involves a single δ-tensor (hosting 1
on the super-diagonal and 0 otherwise) per unique external
index.
|B| and B = {1, . . . , |B|} [49]. Then, the maximal entan-
glement entropy w.r.t. (A,B) of
∣∣ψdeep-recurrent〉 upholds:
maxEE
(∣∣ψdeep-recurrent〉) = Ω (log {|A|}) .
Thus, the deep-recurrent network in Fig. 2(d) supports
logarithmic corrections to the area-law entanglement
scaling with sub-system size in 1D, similarly to the
MERA TN. As in the convolutional network case, we see
that deep learning practitioners employ enhancements
that admit only a linear growth in parameters and com-
putation time (adding recurrent layers), but at the same
time introduce a considerable boost to network expressiv-
ity. The above attained entanglement scaling in success-
ful deep recurrent architectures hints at a critical nature
of data sets on which they are employed, such as text,
speech, etc.
5Discussion.– Previous works have employed TN
equivalents of simplified convolutional networks (non-
overlapping) and recurrent networks (single-layered), and
lent well-established many-body physics concepts for
principled deep learning architecture design [28, 29].
Above, we have shown how the introduction of perfor-
mance enhancing mechanisms that are commonly em-
ployed by deep learning practitioners, entails wave func-
tion representations which cannot be matched by com-
mon TNs. Our work quantifies the power of deep learn-
ing for highly-entangled wave function representations,
theoretically motivating a shift towards employment of
state-of-the-art deep learning architectures in many-body
physics research.
Beyond the shown polynomial efficiency of convolu-
tional networks in resources required for representing 2D
volume-law entanglement (Corollary 1), they enjoy an
advantage relative to previously employed RBMs in the
optimization aspect as well. The cost of computing a
wave function amplitude per spin configuration [Eq. (2)]
is linear in system size for convolutional networks versus
quadratic for used RBMs. Moreover, the resource effi-
ciency in Corollary 1, together with the locality of the
convolution computation relative to long-ranged calcula-
tions used in RBMs to attain volume-law entanglement,
can provide a further boost in optimization speed – there
are significant non-linear runtime advantages to having
low memory together with local operations when employ-
ing Graphical Processing Units, which have substantially
sped up deep networks in recent years. Overall, we be-
lieve that the results presented in this letter can help
bring quantum many-body physics and state-of-the-art
machine learning approaches one step closer together.
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A.“No-Cloning” in Tensor Networks
The required operation of duplicating a vector and
sending it to be part of two different calculations, which
is simply achieved in any practical setting, is actually
impossible to represent in the framework of TNs. We
formulate this notion in the following claim:
Claim 1 Let v ∈ RP , P ∈ N be a vector. v is represented
by a node with one leg in the TN notation. The operation
of duplicating this node, i.e. forming two separate nodes
of degree 1, each equal to v, cannot be achieved by any
TN.
Proof. We assume by contradiction that there exists a
TN φ which operates on any vector v ∈ RP and clones
it to two separate nodes of degree 1, each equal to v, to
form an overall TN representing v⊗ v. Component wise,
this implies that φ upholds ∀v ∈ RP : ∑Pi=1 φijkvi =
vjvk. By our assumption, φ duplicates the standard basis
elements of RP , denoted {eˆ(α)}Pα=1, meaning that ∀α ∈
[P ]:
P∑
i=1
φijkeˆ
(α)
i = eˆ
(α)
j eˆ
(α)
k . (5)
By definition of the standard basis elements, the left hand
side of Eq. (5) takes the form φαjk while the right hand
side equals 1 only if j = k = α, and otherwise 0. In other
words, in order to successfully clone the standard basis
elements, Eq. (5) implies that φ must uphold φαjk =
δαjk. However, for v = 1, i.e. ∀j ∈ [P ] : vj = 1, a cloning
operation does not take place when using this value of
φ, since
∑P
i=1 φijkvi =
∑P
i=1 δijk = δjk 6= 1 = vivj , in
contradiction to φ duplicating any vector in RP .

B. Entanglement Scaling in
Overlapping-Convolutional Networks
In this section we provide a detailed description of over-
lapping convolutional networks that include spatial dec-
imation, and then provide our proof of Theorem 1 of
the main text. Additionally, we analyze the effect of the
added decimating pooling layers on the entanglement en-
tropy.
We begin by presenting a broad definition of a what is
called a Generalized Convolutional (GC) layer [40] as a
fusion of a 1×1 linear operation with a pooling (spatial
decimation) function – this view of convolutional layers
is motivated by the all-convolutional architecture [50],
which replaces all pooling layers with convolutions with
stride greater than 1. The input to a GC layer is an or-
der 3 tensor, having width and height equal to H(in) ∈ N
and depth r(in) ∈ N, also referred to as channels, e.g.
the input could be a 2D image with RGB color chan-
nels. Similarly, the output of the layer has width and
height equal to H(out) ∈ N and r(out) ∈ N channels,
where H(out) = H
(in)
S for S ∈ N that is referred to as
the stride, and has the role of a sub-sampling opera-
tion. Each spatial location (i, j) at the output of the
layer corresponds to a 2D window slice of the input ten-
sor of size R × R × r(in), extended through all the in-
put channels, whose top-left corner is located exactly at
(i · S, j · S), where R ∈ N is referred to as its local re-
ceptive field, or filter size. For simplicity, the parts of
6KxK	Conv
PxP	Pooling
PH
(in)
H(in)
H(out)
H(out)=H(in)P
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<latexit sha1_base 64="5rdiKmfKZq83pjbIkeqQcBeRKv8="> AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3warUTU lEUHcFNy4rGFtoYplMJ+3QyYOZGzGE/IAb f8WNCxW3foA7/8ZJm4W2HpjhcM693HuPF3 MmwTS/tcrC4tLySnW1tra+sbmlb+/cyigR hNok4pHoelhSzkJqAwNOu7GgOPA47Xjjy8 Lv3FMhWRTeQBpTN8DDkPmMYFBSXz9wAgwj z88e8rvMkUSwGMofUk6zhnWc5329bjbNCYx 5YpWkjkq0+/qXM4hIEtAQCMdS9iwzBjfDA hjhNK85iaQxJmM8pD1FQxxQ6WaTa3LjUCk Dw4+EeiEYE/V3R4YDKdPAU5XF7nLWK8T/v F4C/rmbsTBOgIZkOshPuAGRUURjDJigBHi qCFYRqF0NMsICE1AB1lQI1uzJ88Q+aV40r evTeuuoTKOK9tA+aiALnaEWukJtZCOCHtE zekVv2pP2or1rH9PSilb27KI/0D5/AH6unJ A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base 64="5rdiKmfKZq83pjbIkeqQcBeRKv8="> AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3warUTU lEUHcFNy4rGFtoYplMJ+3QyYOZGzGE/IAb f8WNCxW3foA7/8ZJm4W2HpjhcM693HuPF3 MmwTS/tcrC4tLySnW1tra+sbmlb+/cyigR hNok4pHoelhSzkJqAwNOu7GgOPA47Xjjy8 Lv3FMhWRTeQBpTN8DDkPmMYFBSXz9wAgwj z88e8rvMkUSwGMofUk6zhnWc5329bjbNCYx 5YpWkjkq0+/qXM4hIEtAQCMdS9iwzBjfDA hjhNK85iaQxJmM8pD1FQxxQ6WaTa3LjUCk Dw4+EeiEYE/V3R4YDKdPAU5XF7nLWK8T/v F4C/rmbsTBOgIZkOshPuAGRUURjDJigBHi qCFYRqF0NMsICE1AB1lQI1uzJ88Q+aV40r evTeuuoTKOK9tA+aiALnaEWukJtZCOCHtE zekVv2pP2or1rH9PSilb27KI/0D5/AH6unJ A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base 64="5rdiKmfKZq83pjbIkeqQcBeRKv8="> AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3warUTU lEUHcFNy4rGFtoYplMJ+3QyYOZGzGE/IAb f8WNCxW3foA7/8ZJm4W2HpjhcM693HuPF3 MmwTS/tcrC4tLySnW1tra+sbmlb+/cyigR hNok4pHoelhSzkJqAwNOu7GgOPA47Xjjy8 Lv3FMhWRTeQBpTN8DDkPmMYFBSXz9wAgwj z88e8rvMkUSwGMofUk6zhnWc5329bjbNCYx 5YpWkjkq0+/qXM4hIEtAQCMdS9iwzBjfDA hjhNK85iaQxJmM8pD1FQxxQ6WaTa3LjUCk Dw4+EeiEYE/V3R4YDKdPAU5XF7nLWK8T/v F4C/rmbsTBOgIZkOshPuAGRUURjDJigBHi qCFYRqF0NMsICE1AB1lQI1uzJ88Q+aV40r evTeuuoTKOK9tA+aiALnaEWukJtZCOCHtE zekVv2pP2or1rH9PSilb27KI/0D5/AH6unJ A=</latexit><latexit sha1_base 64="5rdiKmfKZq83pjbIkeqQcBeRKv8="> AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3warUTU lEUHcFNy4rGFtoYplMJ+3QyYOZGzGE/IAb f8WNCxW3foA7/8ZJm4W2HpjhcM693HuPF3 MmwTS/tcrC4tLySnW1tra+sbmlb+/cyigR hNok4pHoelhSzkJqAwNOu7GgOPA47Xjjy8 Lv3FMhWRTeQBpTN8DDkPmMYFBSXz9wAgwj z88e8rvMkUSwGMofUk6zhnWc5329bjbNCYx 5YpWkjkq0+/qXM4hIEtAQCMdS9iwzBjfDA hjhNK85iaQxJmM8pD1FQxxQ6WaTa3LjUCk Dw4+EeiEYE/V3R4YDKdPAU5XF7nLWK8T/v F4C/rmbsTBOgIZkOshPuAGRUURjDJigBHi qCFYRqF0NMsICE1AB1lQI1uzJ88Q+aV40r evTeuuoTKOK9tA+aiALnaEWukJtZCOCHtE zekVv2pP2or1rH9PSilb27KI/0D5/AH6unJ A=</latexit>
x(K
2)
x(K)
y=W (L)x
<latexit sha1_base64="T5gE/gF4sMsgkqYbsr9DFidikxs=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAE N3Ur1q/ol4EL4tFqCAlEUE9CAUvHjxUMLbQxrLZbtqlm03Y3YghxIt/xYsHFa/+DG/+GzdtDtr6YODx3gwz87yIUaks69sozc0vLC6Vlysrq2vrG+bm1q0MY4GJg0MWiraHJGGUE 0dRxUg7EgQFHiMtb3SR+617IiQN+Y1KIuIGaMCpTzFSWuqZOwlMzzPYuktrVwcZ7AZIDT0/fch6ZtWqW2PAWWIXpAoKNHvmV7cf4jggXGGGpOzYVqTcFAlFMSNZpRtLEiE8QgPS0Z SjgEg3HX+QwX2t9KEfCl1cwbH6eyJFgZRJ4OnO/EI57eXif14nVv6pm1IexYpwPFnkxwyqEOZxwD4VBCuWaIKwoPpWiIdIIKx0aBUdgj398ixxjupndfv6uNo4LNIog12wB2rABi egAS5BEzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxsektWQUM9vgD4zPH7r+le8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T5gE/gF4sMsgkqYbsr9DFidikxs=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAE N3Ur1q/ol4EL4tFqCAlEUE9CAUvHjxUMLbQxrLZbtqlm03Y3YghxIt/xYsHFa/+DG/+GzdtDtr6YODx3gwz87yIUaks69sozc0vLC6Vlysrq2vrG+bm1q0MY4GJg0MWiraHJGGUE 0dRxUg7EgQFHiMtb3SR+617IiQN+Y1KIuIGaMCpTzFSWuqZOwlMzzPYuktrVwcZ7AZIDT0/fch6ZtWqW2PAWWIXpAoKNHvmV7cf4jggXGGGpOzYVqTcFAlFMSNZpRtLEiE8QgPS0Z SjgEg3HX+QwX2t9KEfCl1cwbH6eyJFgZRJ4OnO/EI57eXif14nVv6pm1IexYpwPFnkxwyqEOZxwD4VBCuWaIKwoPpWiIdIIKx0aBUdgj398ixxjupndfv6uNo4LNIog12wB2rABi egAS5BEzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxsektWQUM9vgD4zPH7r+le8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T5gE/gF4sMsgkqYbsr9DFidikxs=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAE N3Ur1q/ol4EL4tFqCAlEUE9CAUvHjxUMLbQxrLZbtqlm03Y3YghxIt/xYsHFa/+DG/+GzdtDtr6YODx3gwz87yIUaks69sozc0vLC6Vlysrq2vrG+bm1q0MY4GJg0MWiraHJGGUE 0dRxUg7EgQFHiMtb3SR+617IiQN+Y1KIuIGaMCpTzFSWuqZOwlMzzPYuktrVwcZ7AZIDT0/fch6ZtWqW2PAWWIXpAoKNHvmV7cf4jggXGGGpOzYVqTcFAlFMSNZpRtLEiE8QgPS0Z SjgEg3HX+QwX2t9KEfCl1cwbH6eyJFgZRJ4OnO/EI57eXif14nVv6pm1IexYpwPFnkxwyqEOZxwD4VBCuWaIKwoPpWiIdIIKx0aBUdgj398ixxjupndfv6uNo4LNIog12wB2rABi egAS5BEzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxsektWQUM9vgD4zPH7r+le8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T5gE/gF4sMsgkqYbsr9DFidikxs=">AAACAHicbVBNS8NAE N3Ur1q/ol4EL4tFqCAlEUE9CAUvHjxUMLbQxrLZbtqlm03Y3YghxIt/xYsHFa/+DG/+GzdtDtr6YODx3gwz87yIUaks69sozc0vLC6Vlysrq2vrG+bm1q0MY4GJg0MWiraHJGGUE 0dRxUg7EgQFHiMtb3SR+617IiQN+Y1KIuIGaMCpTzFSWuqZOwlMzzPYuktrVwcZ7AZIDT0/fch6ZtWqW2PAWWIXpAoKNHvmV7cf4jggXGGGpOzYVqTcFAlFMSNZpRtLEiE8QgPS0Z SjgEg3HX+QwX2t9KEfCl1cwbH6eyJFgZRJ4OnO/EI57eXif14nVv6pm1IexYpwPFnkxwyqEOZxwD4VBCuWaIKwoPpWiIdIIKx0aBUdgj398ixxjupndfv6uNo4LNIog12wB2rABi egAS5BEzgAg0fwDF7Bm/FkvBjvxsektWQUM9vgD4zPH7r+le8=</latexit>
rL-1
Global	
Pooling
x(P
2)
<latexit sha1_base64="mokmnQ9YqCP/I CJeXxTZpbER5IQ=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3aYtQQUpSBF0W3LisYB/QpGU ynbRDJw9mbsQS8hNu/BU3LhRxK7jzb5y0WWjrgRkO59zLzDluxJkE0/zWCmvrG5tbxe3 Szu7e/oF+eNSRYSwIbZOQh6LnYkk5C2gbGHDaiwTFvstp151eZ373ngrJwuAOZhF1fDw OmMcIBiUN9XPbxzBxveQhHSQ1u5zYkggWQX7DjNOkNWikqV0+S4d61aybcxirxMpJFeVo DfUvexSS2KcBEI6l7FtmBE6CBTDCaVqyY0kjTKZ4TPuKBtin0knmqVLjVCkjwwuFOgEY c/X3RoJ9KWe+qyazDHLZy8T/vH4M3pWTsCCKgQZk8ZAXcwNCI6vIGDFBCfCZIljVoP5q kAkWmIAqsqRKsJYjr5JOo26Zdev2otqs5HUU0QmqoBqy0CVqohvUQm1E0CN6Rq/oTXvS XrR37WMxWtDynWP0B9rnD7jyn6k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mokmnQ9YqCP/I CJeXxTZpbER5IQ=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3aYtQQUpSBF0W3LisYB/QpGU ynbRDJw9mbsQS8hNu/BU3LhRxK7jzb5y0WWjrgRkO59zLzDluxJkE0/zWCmvrG5tbxe3 Szu7e/oF+eNSRYSwIbZOQh6LnYkk5C2gbGHDaiwTFvstp151eZ373ngrJwuAOZhF1fDw OmMcIBiUN9XPbxzBxveQhHSQ1u5zYkggWQX7DjNOkNWikqV0+S4d61aybcxirxMpJFeVo DfUvexSS2KcBEI6l7FtmBE6CBTDCaVqyY0kjTKZ4TPuKBtin0knmqVLjVCkjwwuFOgEY c/X3RoJ9KWe+qyazDHLZy8T/vH4M3pWTsCCKgQZk8ZAXcwNCI6vIGDFBCfCZIljVoP5q kAkWmIAqsqRKsJYjr5JOo26Zdev2otqs5HUU0QmqoBqy0CVqohvUQm1E0CN6Rq/oTXvS XrR37WMxWtDynWP0B9rnD7jyn6k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mokmnQ9YqCP/I CJeXxTZpbER5IQ=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3aYtQQUpSBF0W3LisYB/QpGU ynbRDJw9mbsQS8hNu/BU3LhRxK7jzb5y0WWjrgRkO59zLzDluxJkE0/zWCmvrG5tbxe3 Szu7e/oF+eNSRYSwIbZOQh6LnYkk5C2gbGHDaiwTFvstp151eZ373ngrJwuAOZhF1fDw OmMcIBiUN9XPbxzBxveQhHSQ1u5zYkggWQX7DjNOkNWikqV0+S4d61aybcxirxMpJFeVo DfUvexSS2KcBEI6l7FtmBE6CBTDCaVqyY0kjTKZ4TPuKBtin0knmqVLjVCkjwwuFOgEY c/X3RoJ9KWe+qyazDHLZy8T/vH4M3pWTsCCKgQZk8ZAXcwNCI6vIGDFBCfCZIljVoP5q kAkWmIAqsqRKsJYjr5JOo26Zdev2otqs5HUU0QmqoBqy0CVqohvUQm1E0CN6Rq/oTXvS XrR37WMxWtDynWP0B9rnD7jyn6k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mokmnQ9YqCP/I CJeXxTZpbER5IQ=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3aYtQQUpSBF0W3LisYB/QpGU ynbRDJw9mbsQS8hNu/BU3LhRxK7jzb5y0WWjrgRkO59zLzDluxJkE0/zWCmvrG5tbxe3 Szu7e/oF+eNSRYSwIbZOQh6LnYkk5C2gbGHDaiwTFvstp151eZ373ngrJwuAOZhF1fDw OmMcIBiUN9XPbxzBxveQhHSQ1u5zYkggWQX7DjNOkNWikqV0+S4d61aybcxirxMpJFeVo DfUvexSS2KcBEI6l7FtmBE6CBTDCaVqyY0kjTKZ4TPuKBtin0knmqVLjVCkjwwuFOgEY c/X3RoJ9KWe+qyazDHLZy8T/vH4M3pWTsCCKgQZk8ZAXcwNCI6vIGDFBCfCZIljVoP5q kAkWmIAqsqRKsJYjr5JOo26Zdev2otqs5HUU0QmqoBqy0CVqohvUQm1E0CN6Rq/oTXvS XrR37WMxWtDynWP0B9rnD7jyn6k=</latexit>x(···)
<latexit sha1_base64="DTZhCLXeKBlNN 2IsihUsswsvLVc=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxk7YIdVMSEXRZcOOygn1AE8t kMmmHTmbCzEQsIbjxV9y4UMStX+HOv3HSZqGtBy4czrmXe+/xY0qksu1vo7Syura+Ud6 sbG3v7O6Z+wddyROBcAdxykXfhxJTwnBHEUVxPxYYRj7FPX9ylfu9eywk4exWTWPsRXD ESEgQVFoamkduBNXYD9OH7C5tuFUXBVxJt3qaDc263bRnsJaJU5A6KNAeml9uwFESYaYQ hVIOHDtWXgqFIojirOImEscQTeAIDzRlMMLSS2cvZNaJVgIr5EIXU9ZM/T2RwkjKaeTr zvxguejl4n/eIFHhpZcSFicKMzRfFCbUUtzK87ACIjBSdKoJRILoWy00hgIipVOr6BCc xZeXSfes6dhN5+a83qoVcZTBMaiBBnDABWiBa9AGHYDAI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjY95aMoqZ Q/AHxucPtymW3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DTZhCLXeKBlNN 2IsihUsswsvLVc=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxk7YIdVMSEXRZcOOygn1AE8t kMmmHTmbCzEQsIbjxV9y4UMStX+HOv3HSZqGtBy4czrmXe+/xY0qksu1vo7Syura+Ud6 sbG3v7O6Z+wddyROBcAdxykXfhxJTwnBHEUVxPxYYRj7FPX9ylfu9eywk4exWTWPsRXD ESEgQVFoamkduBNXYD9OH7C5tuFUXBVxJt3qaDc263bRnsJaJU5A6KNAeml9uwFESYaYQ hVIOHDtWXgqFIojirOImEscQTeAIDzRlMMLSS2cvZNaJVgIr5EIXU9ZM/T2RwkjKaeTr zvxguejl4n/eIFHhpZcSFicKMzRfFCbUUtzK87ACIjBSdKoJRILoWy00hgIipVOr6BCc xZeXSfes6dhN5+a83qoVcZTBMaiBBnDABWiBa9AGHYDAI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjY95aMoqZ Q/AHxucPtymW3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DTZhCLXeKBlNN 2IsihUsswsvLVc=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxk7YIdVMSEXRZcOOygn1AE8t kMmmHTmbCzEQsIbjxV9y4UMStX+HOv3HSZqGtBy4czrmXe+/xY0qksu1vo7Syura+Ud6 sbG3v7O6Z+wddyROBcAdxykXfhxJTwnBHEUVxPxYYRj7FPX9ylfu9eywk4exWTWPsRXD ESEgQVFoamkduBNXYD9OH7C5tuFUXBVxJt3qaDc263bRnsJaJU5A6KNAeml9uwFESYaYQ hVIOHDtWXgqFIojirOImEscQTeAIDzRlMMLSS2cvZNaJVgIr5EIXU9ZM/T2RwkjKaeTr zvxguejl4n/eIFHhpZcSFicKMzRfFCbUUtzK87ACIjBSdKoJRILoWy00hgIipVOr6BCc xZeXSfes6dhN5+a83qoVcZTBMaiBBnDABWiBa9AGHYDAI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjY95aMoqZ Q/AHxucPtymW3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DTZhCLXeKBlNN 2IsihUsswsvLVc=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxk7YIdVMSEXRZcOOygn1AE8t kMmmHTmbCzEQsIbjxV9y4UMStX+HOv3HSZqGtBy4czrmXe+/xY0qksu1vo7Syura+Ud6 sbG3v7O6Z+wddyROBcAdxykXfhxJTwnBHEUVxPxYYRj7FPX9ylfu9eywk4exWTWPsRXD ESEgQVFoamkduBNXYD9OH7C5tuFUXBVxJt3qaDc263bRnsJaJU5A6KNAeml9uwFESYaYQ hVIOHDtWXgqFIojirOImEscQTeAIDzRlMMLSS2cvZNaJVgIr5EIXU9ZM/T2RwkjKaeTr zvxguejl4n/eIFHhpZcSFicKMzRfFCbUUtzK87ACIjBSdKoJRILoWy00hgIipVOr6BCc xZeXSfes6dhN5+a83qoVcZTBMaiBBnDABWiBa9AGHYDAI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjY95aMoqZ Q/AHxucPtymW3Q==</latexit>
x(···)
<latexit sha1_base64="DTZhCLXeKBlNN 2IsihUsswsvLVc=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxk7YIdVMSEXRZcOOygn1AE8t kMmmHTmbCzEQsIbjxV9y4UMStX+HOv3HSZqGtBy4czrmXe+/xY0qksu1vo7Syura+Ud6 sbG3v7O6Z+wddyROBcAdxykXfhxJTwnBHEUVxPxYYRj7FPX9ylfu9eywk4exWTWPsRXD ESEgQVFoamkduBNXYD9OH7C5tuFUXBVxJt3qaDc263bRnsJaJU5A6KNAeml9uwFESYaYQ hVIOHDtWXgqFIojirOImEscQTeAIDzRlMMLSS2cvZNaJVgIr5EIXU9ZM/T2RwkjKaeTr zvxguejl4n/eIFHhpZcSFicKMzRfFCbUUtzK87ACIjBSdKoJRILoWy00hgIipVOr6BCc xZeXSfes6dhN5+a83qoVcZTBMaiBBnDABWiBa9AGHYDAI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjY95aMoqZ Q/AHxucPtymW3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DTZhCLXeKBlNN 2IsihUsswsvLVc=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxk7YIdVMSEXRZcOOygn1AE8t kMmmHTmbCzEQsIbjxV9y4UMStX+HOv3HSZqGtBy4czrmXe+/xY0qksu1vo7Syura+Ud6 sbG3v7O6Z+wddyROBcAdxykXfhxJTwnBHEUVxPxYYRj7FPX9ylfu9eywk4exWTWPsRXD ESEgQVFoamkduBNXYD9OH7C5tuFUXBVxJt3qaDc263bRnsJaJU5A6KNAeml9uwFESYaYQ hVIOHDtWXgqFIojirOImEscQTeAIDzRlMMLSS2cvZNaJVgIr5EIXU9ZM/T2RwkjKaeTr zvxguejl4n/eIFHhpZcSFicKMzRfFCbUUtzK87ACIjBSdKoJRILoWy00hgIipVOr6BCc xZeXSfes6dhN5+a83qoVcZTBMaiBBnDABWiBa9AGHYDAI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjY95aMoqZ Q/AHxucPtymW3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DTZhCLXeKBlNN 2IsihUsswsvLVc=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxk7YIdVMSEXRZcOOygn1AE8t kMmmHTmbCzEQsIbjxV9y4UMStX+HOv3HSZqGtBy4czrmXe+/xY0qksu1vo7Syura+Ud6 sbG3v7O6Z+wddyROBcAdxykXfhxJTwnBHEUVxPxYYRj7FPX9ylfu9eywk4exWTWPsRXD ESEgQVFoamkduBNXYD9OH7C5tuFUXBVxJt3qaDc263bRnsJaJU5A6KNAeml9uwFESYaYQ hVIOHDtWXgqFIojirOImEscQTeAIDzRlMMLSS2cvZNaJVgIr5EIXU9ZM/T2RwkjKaeTr zvxguejl4n/eIFHhpZcSFicKMzRfFCbUUtzK87ACIjBSdKoJRILoWy00hgIipVOr6BCc xZeXSfes6dhN5+a83qoVcZTBMaiBBnDABWiBa9AGHYDAI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjY95aMoqZ Q/AHxucPtymW3Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DTZhCLXeKBlNN 2IsihUsswsvLVc=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxk7YIdVMSEXRZcOOygn1AE8t kMmmHTmbCzEQsIbjxV9y4UMStX+HOv3HSZqGtBy4czrmXe+/xY0qksu1vo7Syura+Ud6 sbG3v7O6Z+wddyROBcAdxykXfhxJTwnBHEUVxPxYYRj7FPX9ylfu9eywk4exWTWPsRXD ESEgQVFoamkduBNXYD9OH7C5tuFUXBVxJt3qaDc263bRnsJaJU5A6KNAeml9uwFESYaYQ hVIOHDtWXgqFIojirOImEscQTeAIDzRlMMLSS2cvZNaJVgIr5EIXU9ZM/T2RwkjKaeTr zvxguejl4n/eIFHhpZcSFicKMzRfFCbUUtzK87ACIjBSdKoJRILoWy00hgIipVOr6BCc xZeXSfes6dhN5+a83qoVcZTBMaiBBnDABWiBa9AGHYDAI3gGr+DNeDJejHfjY95aMoqZ Q/AHxucPtymW3Q==</latexit>
y=g(W conv,l,1x(1), . . . ,W conv,l,K
2
x(K
2)) y=g(W pool,l,1x(1), . . . ,W pool,l,P
2
x(P
2))
<latexit sha1_base64="ysB7oKvgl425j 7vnuEITkrVOVvk=">AAACUnicbVLLSgMxFE3rq9aqVZdugkVoYSgzRdCNUHDjsoJ9QF9 k0kwbmpkMSUYsId8oiBs/xI0LNdNWsLYXAodzzuXenMSPGZXKdd8z2a3tnd293H7+oHB 4dFw8OW1JnghMmpgzLjo+koTRiDQVVYx0YkFQ6DPS9qd3qd5+IkJSHj2qWUz6IRpHNKA YKUsNi7QXIjXxAz0zUN8aOC63B3rOiVDHnDPjMMczv65nM9Blr2KcHhtxJR24wd0Y1Fb9 lqiYyrBYcqvuvOA68JagBJbVGBZfeyOOk5BECjMkZddzY9XXSCiKGTH5XiJJjPAUjUnX wgiFRPb1PBIDLy0zggEX9kQKztm/HRqFUs5C3zrTVeV/LSU3ad1EBTd9TaM4USTCi0FB wqDiMM0XjqggWLGZBQgLaneFeIIEwsq+Qt6G4P2/8jpo1aqeW/Uerkp1ZxlHDpyDC1AG HrgGdXAPGqAJMHgBH+ALfGfeMp9Z+0sW1mxm2XMGVipb+AFgvLUU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ysB7oKvgl425j 7vnuEITkrVOVvk=">AAACUnicbVLLSgMxFE3rq9aqVZdugkVoYSgzRdCNUHDjsoJ9QF9 k0kwbmpkMSUYsId8oiBs/xI0LNdNWsLYXAodzzuXenMSPGZXKdd8z2a3tnd293H7+oHB 4dFw8OW1JnghMmpgzLjo+koTRiDQVVYx0YkFQ6DPS9qd3qd5+IkJSHj2qWUz6IRpHNKA YKUsNi7QXIjXxAz0zUN8aOC63B3rOiVDHnDPjMMczv65nM9Blr2KcHhtxJR24wd0Y1Fb9 lqiYyrBYcqvuvOA68JagBJbVGBZfeyOOk5BECjMkZddzY9XXSCiKGTH5XiJJjPAUjUnX wgiFRPb1PBIDLy0zggEX9kQKztm/HRqFUs5C3zrTVeV/LSU3ad1EBTd9TaM4USTCi0FB wqDiMM0XjqggWLGZBQgLaneFeIIEwsq+Qt6G4P2/8jpo1aqeW/Uerkp1ZxlHDpyDC1AG HrgGdXAPGqAJMHgBH+ALfGfeMp9Z+0sW1mxm2XMGVipb+AFgvLUU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ysB7oKvgl425j 7vnuEITkrVOVvk=">AAACUnicbVLLSgMxFE3rq9aqVZdugkVoYSgzRdCNUHDjsoJ9QF9 k0kwbmpkMSUYsId8oiBs/xI0LNdNWsLYXAodzzuXenMSPGZXKdd8z2a3tnd293H7+oHB 4dFw8OW1JnghMmpgzLjo+koTRiDQVVYx0YkFQ6DPS9qd3qd5+IkJSHj2qWUz6IRpHNKA YKUsNi7QXIjXxAz0zUN8aOC63B3rOiVDHnDPjMMczv65nM9Blr2KcHhtxJR24wd0Y1Fb9 lqiYyrBYcqvuvOA68JagBJbVGBZfeyOOk5BECjMkZddzY9XXSCiKGTH5XiJJjPAUjUnX wgiFRPb1PBIDLy0zggEX9kQKztm/HRqFUs5C3zrTVeV/LSU3ad1EBTd9TaM4USTCi0FB wqDiMM0XjqggWLGZBQgLaneFeIIEwsq+Qt6G4P2/8jpo1aqeW/Uerkp1ZxlHDpyDC1AG HrgGdXAPGqAJMHgBH+ALfGfeMp9Z+0sW1mxm2XMGVipb+AFgvLUU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ysB7oKvgl425j 7vnuEITkrVOVvk=">AAACUnicbVLLSgMxFE3rq9aqVZdugkVoYSgzRdCNUHDjsoJ9QF9 k0kwbmpkMSUYsId8oiBs/xI0LNdNWsLYXAodzzuXenMSPGZXKdd8z2a3tnd293H7+oHB 4dFw8OW1JnghMmpgzLjo+koTRiDQVVYx0YkFQ6DPS9qd3qd5+IkJSHj2qWUz6IRpHNKA YKUsNi7QXIjXxAz0zUN8aOC63B3rOiVDHnDPjMMczv65nM9Blr2KcHhtxJR24wd0Y1Fb9 lqiYyrBYcqvuvOA68JagBJbVGBZfeyOOk5BECjMkZddzY9XXSCiKGTH5XiJJjPAUjUnX wgiFRPb1PBIDLy0zggEX9kQKztm/HRqFUs5C3zrTVeV/LSU3ad1EBTd9TaM4USTCi0FB wqDiMM0XjqggWLGZBQgLaneFeIIEwsq+Qt6G4P2/8jpo1aqeW/Uerkp1ZxlHDpyDC1AG HrgGdXAPGqAJMHgBH+ALfGfeMp9Z+0sW1mxm2XMGVipb+AFgvLUU</latexit>
FIG. 4. A general overlapping convolutional network in 2D.
window slices extending beyond the boundaries have zero
value. Let y ∈ Rr(out) be a vector representing the chan-
nels at some location of the output, and similarly, let
x(1), . . . ,x(R
2) ∈ Rr(in) be the set of vectors representing
the slice, where each vector represents the channels at its
respective location inside the R × R window, then the
operation of a GC layer is defined as follows:
y = g(W (1)x(1), . . . ,W (R
2)x(R
2)),
where W (1), . . . ,W (R
2) ∈ Rr(out)×r(in) are referred to as
the weights of the layer, and g : Rr(out) × · · · ×Rr(out) →
Rr(out) is some point-wise pooling function. Additionally,
we call a GC layer that is limited to unit-stride and has
K×K receptive field a K×K Conv layer, and similarly,
a P×P Pooling layer is a GC layer with both stride and
receptive fields equal to P×P . With the above defini-
tions, a convolutional network is simply a sequence of L
blocks of Conv and Pooling layers that follows the repre-
sentation layer, and ends with a global pooling layer, i.e.
a pooling layer with P equals the entire spatial extent of
its input. The entire network is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Given a non-linear point-wise activation function
σ(·) (e.g. ReLU), then setting all pooling functions
to average pooling followed by the activation, i.e.
g(x(1), . . . ,x(R
2))c = σ
(∑R2
i=1 x
(i)
c
)
for c ∈ [D(out)], give
rise to the common all-convolutional network with σ(·)
activations, which served as the initial motivation for this
formulation. Alternatively, choosing instead a product
pooling function, i.e. g(x(1), . . . ,x(R
2))c =
∏R2
i=1 x
(i)
c for
c ∈ [D(out)], results in an Arithmetic Circuit, i.e. a circuit
containing just product and sum operations, hence it is
referred to as an Overlapping Convolutional Arithmetic
Circuit, or Overlapping ConvAC in short, where ‘over-
lapping’ refers to having receptive fields which overlap
when K > 1. The non-overlapping case, where K = 1, is
equivalent to ConvACs as originally introduced by Cohen
et al. [31].
In the body of the paper we have discussed the entan-
glement entropy of overlapping convolutional networks
with no spatial decimation, which essentially amount to
having pooling layers with P = 1, which was summarized
in Theorem 1 of the main text. The following theorem
quantifies the effect of pooling layers with P = 2 in over-
lapping convolutional networks:
Theorem 3 For an overlapping ConvAC with 2d pool-
ing operations in between convolution layers (Fig. 4 with
P = 2), the maximal entanglement entropy w.r.t. (A,B)
modeled by the network obeys:
Ω
(
min
{
αd,Kαd−1
})
,
where α is the linear dimension of the d-dimensional sys-
tem for d = 1, 2.
Thus, the introduction of such pooling layers results
in a diminished ability of the overlapping-convolutional
network to represent volume-law entanglement scaling,
since the KL factor from Theorem 1 of the main text is
diminished to a factor of K. In the following, we prove
the results in Theorem 1 of the main text and Theo-
rem 3 in this appendix regarding entanglement scaling
supported by overlapping ConvACs:
Proof (of Theorem 1 of the main text and Theorem 3
above). We begin by providing a succinct summary of
the theoretical analysis of overlapping ConvACs that was
shown by [40], including the necessary technical back-
ground on ConvACs required to understand their results.
[40] shows lower bounds on the rank of the dup-tensor for
various architectures when A is left half of the input and
B the right half, in d = 2, when the convolutional ker-
nel is anchored at the corner instead of at the center like
presented in this letter.
Total
Receptive
Field
Total
Stride
Layer L
Layer L-1
Input Layer
FIG. 5. Illustration of the total receptive field and the total
stride.
For any layer l ∈ [L] in a convolutional network, the
local receptive field (or kernel size) K(l) is defined as the
linear size of the window on which each convolutional ker-
nel acts upon, and the stride S(l) is defined as the step
size in each dimension between two neighboring windows
(assumed to be 1 in this letter). The main result of [40]
relies on two architecture dependent attributes that they
referred to as the total receptive field and and the to-
tal stride of the l’th layer, defined as the projections on
the input layer of the local receptive fields and strides
from the perspective of the l’th layer, as illustrated in
7Fig. 5. In their main result they show that the first layer
that has a total receptive field of at least half the lin-
ear dimension of the input size N , denoted l0, gives rise
to a lower bound on the rank of the matricized tensor
that is proportional to min{M, r0, . . . , rL−1}O(N2/4·T (l0)S ),
where T
(l0)
S is the total stride of the l0’th layer. To prove
this result the authors rely on the ability of a sufficiently
large total receptive field to represent identity matrices
between pairs of input indices, each pair comprising one
index from A and one from B, where the total stride lim-
its the maximal number of pairs as it denotes the minimal
distance between any two given pairs of indices.
To prove the lower bounds on the architectures de-
scribed in Theorem 1 of the main text and Theorem 3
above, it is sufficient to consider just the first L˜ con-
volutional layers with unit strides, specifically L˜ = L
for the case of a sequence of Kd conv layers followed
by global pooling (Fig. 4 with P = 1), and L˜ = 1 for
the case of alternating Kd conv and 2d pooling layers
(Fig. 4 with P = 2). Under the above, the total recep-
tive field of the L˜’th layer is simply (K − 1) · L˜ + 1,
which can be thought of a single large convolutional
layer. Now, following the same proof sketch described
above, we can use the combined convolutional layer to
pair indices of A and B along the boundary between the
two sets, where the size of the total receptive field de-
termines the maximal number of pairs we can capture
around each point on the boundary. In the special case
of KL˜ > α, nearly any index of A could be paired with
a unique index from B. This results in a lower bound of
min{M, r0, . . . , rL−1}Ω(min{α
d,KL˜αd−1}).

C. Entanglement Scaling in Deep-Recurrent
Networks
In the following, we prove the result in Theorem 2 of
the main text, regarding the entanglement scaling sup-
ported by deep RACs:
Proof (of Theorem 2 of the main text). In [29], a lower
bound of log{(min{R,M}+N/2−1N/2 )} is shown for A that is
placed to the right of B and |A| = |B| = N/2, for which
the size of |A| is the largest possible under the conditions
of Theorem 2 of the main text. There, R is the dimension
of the RAC’s hidden state. Essentially, the combinatorial
dependence of the lower bound follows from the indistin-
guishability of duplicated indices. Given |A| ≤ |B|, we
designate the final |A| indices of the set B to form a set
B∗ which upholds by definition |B∗| = |A|. The lower
bound in Theorem 2 of the main text is obtained by re-
placing N/2 with |A| and continuing with the same exact
proof procedure as in [29], applied to B∗ and A, when
all the residual initial |B| − |A| indices, corresponding
to the set B\B∗, are kept fixed. Finally, for fixed R,M
the binomial term
(
min{R,M}+|A|−1
|A|
)
is polynomial in |A|,
therefore its logarithm obeys Ω (log {|A|}).
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